
Solar System  
Costume Party  

Guess each planet’s Costume  

Meets NGSS and Texas TEKS Resource System Standards 
Grades 3 and 4 

                      
                           Hill Country Creations  



Planet sizes in relation to each other and the sun  



Let’s have a party 
 
 
   The planets in the solar system were getting bored.  After all,  every day is the same.  
They revolve around the sun.  Over and over, they revolve around the sun.  Aside from  
rotating, all they do is revolve in large circular orbits.  
   The earth looked around and exclaimed to all,  “Let’s have a party.”    
   Venus and Mars heard the news first because they were the planets closest to earth.  
Mars said, “Why not have a costume party?  We can all wear costumes and then we can  
try to figure out who is who.”  
   Every one of the planets agreed, although Jupiter had to think about it for awhile.  Jupiter  
could be a little grouchy at times, probably because the Great Red Spot really got on his nerves. 
   The day of the party everyone excitedly arrived in the asteroid belt, between Jupiter and  
Mars.  Everyone’s costume looked great and no one recognized the other ones.  about midway  
through the party, the guessing game Began.   
 
 
 
   Look at the clues on the following pages and see if you can decide which costume each planet  
was wearing.  Put your guesses on your answer sheet next to each costume’s number.   
 
 
     



 Costume 1.   

   Hints: 
 

I am a really cold planet because I am far away 
from the sun.  That is why part of my costume 
contains a beard.  I get cold easily.  Sometimes I 
wish I were a little closer, but Jupiter and Saturn, 
who are much larger, keep forcing me to keep my 
distance  I have a shorter day than Earth because I 
make one rotation on my axis every 19 hours 
instead of 24, like Earth. Sometimes I get a visit 
from Pluto, who used to be in the solar system.  
Pluto is a good buddy and I would really like to 
have him back in the solar system.  It keeps me 
from getting too lonely.   
 

Which planet am I?   



Costume 2. 

Hints: 
I was very happy to be invited to this party. 
Because I am so close to the sun and my  
Surface is so hot, I don’t often get many visitors.  
Unlike the earth, I have no moon to keep me 
company.  Even though I am slightly smaller than 
the earth, I have no water and the clouds around 
my planet trap the Sun’s heat, so I am the 
hottest planet in the solar system.   Mercury 
may be closer to the sun, but I am still hotter. 
 

What planet am I?  



    Costume 3. 

Hints: 
I am a planet that is smaller than earth, 
but I have some similarities . My neighbor, 

earth, is very friendly to me, but the 
neighbor on the other side of me is so 
massive I am sometimes afraid of being 

swallowed by the giant.  Luckily, there is an 
asteroid belt between us that keeps me 

safe.  I have two moons to keep me company.  
My nickname is the RED PLANET and I have 
the largest mountain in the solar system on 

my surface.   
 

What planet am I? 

 



Costume 4. 

Hints: 
The other planets tease me 

because I am so small. That’s okay 
though.  I am small, but I am the 
closest to the sun, so the giant 

gassy ball of fire protects me from 
their teasing.  I am happy to be 
wearing this costume, because it 

makes me feel cooler than I usually 
am.  Also, I move around the sun 

much faster than any other planet, 
so they can’t catch me. I am speedy! 

 

What planet am I? 



 Costume 5.  

Hints: 
I get a little lonely out here in the solar 

system so far away from the sun.  Jupiter and 
Saturn are so big and Neptune is so cool 

looking that I get overlooked, which is too bad.  
I am a smaller gas planet than Jupiter and 

Saturn. I have 27 known moons.  I am the only 
planet that orbits on its side.  I also take 84 
earth years to complete a revolution around 
the sun., much slower than the Earth’s 365 

days! 
 

What planet am I? 



Costume 6.  

Hints: 
I am a huge gassy planet with 

gorgeous icy rings around it.  I am a 
huge size, but my density is so light, 
that if you put me in a huge tub of 
water I would float.  I am three 

planets away from earth.  One of my 
moons, Titan, is larger than earth.  I 
AM  886 MILLION MILES FROM THE 

SUN AND TAKE 29 ½ EARTH YEARS 
TO REVOLVE AROUND THE SUN. 

 
   

What planet am I? 



Costume 7. 

Hints: 
I have neighbors in the solar system 
that are similar in size to me.  I am 

often referred to as the “third rock 
from  the sun” and have a nice cloudy 
atmosphere.  It takes me 365 ¼ days 

to revolve around the sun and I 
complete a rotation in 24 hours.  I 

have icy polar caps and lots of salty 
water.   

 

What planet am i?  



Costume 8.  

Hints: 
I had a very, very hard time getting into my 

costume because of my massive size.   About 1000 
earths would fit inside me, which makes me the 

largest planet in the solar system.  I am a planet 
of many, many storms.  In fact, one storm called 

the Great Red Spot has been raging for about 300 
years.  This storm is much larger than the earth is 
in size.  I am a “gas giant” so my surface is not solid.  
I am the fifth planet from the sun and I am near 
the asteroid belt.  Most of the other planets are 

scared of me and they should be. 

 
What planet am I? 



Name____________ 
 

My Guesses 
Costume: 
1. _______________            7. _______________ 

 
2. _______________            8. _______________ 

 
3. _______________ 

 
4. _______________ 

 
5. _______________ 

 
6. _______________ 



Costume 1. -  Neptune 

Costume 2.-  Venus 

Costume unveiling 



Costume 3.- Mars 

Costume 4.- Mercury 



Costume 5.- Uranus 
Costume 6.- Saturn 



Costume 7.- Earth 

Costume. 8- Jupiter 



Planets show off their hats 
 

   Have students pick one or more of the hat templates below to use in the 
“planetary Fashion Show of Hats.”  Each student will decorate the hat with 
symbols and drawings that represent their chosen planet.   
   As an extension activity, students can build their hats from materials supplied 
in the classroom or from their homes.  Once the students have built their hats, 
they can have their own “fashion show” in the classroom to show off their 
creations.   
    When I did this with my students, they designed their hats in groups of two or 
three.  One person modeled the hat in the fashion show and the others wrote a 
description and did the announcing for their hat.  They had a great time.  It was a 
wonderful way for them to display their knowledge about planets and also to 
have some fun hamming it up.  I highly recommend this activity.   
                                                                   Teri Ewing 
     Hill Country Creations- 2016 
 













Planet sizes in relation to each other and the sun  



Planet Mercury 
 

Closest to the sun 
Smallest planet in solar 

system 
Rocky, solid surface 

Lots of craters like the moon 
Hot during day; cold at night 

1 year= 88 earth days 
1 day=1,407 earth hours 
Temperature=173 to 427 

degrees celsius 
NO MOONS 

Planet Venus (Earth’s Twin) 
 

Second planet from sun 
Similar size to earth, slightly 

smaller 
Rocky, solid surface 

Spins, or rotates, backwards 
Hot and deadly 

Lots of volcanoes 
1 year=225 earth days 

Temperature- 462 degrees 
celsius 

NO MOONS 



Planet earth (Home) 
 

Third planet from the sun 
Fifth largest in solar system 

Rocky, solid surface 
Supports air, water, and life 

Consists of oceans, continents, 
And atmospheres 

1 year= 365 earth days 
1 day=24 earth hours 

Temperature= -87 to 57  
degrees celsius 

One  MOON 

Planet Mars 
 

Fourth planet from sun 
  smaller than earth 
Rocky, solid surface 

Rocky, dusty, dry, with red iron 
in soil 

 has polar ice caps, like earth 
Lots of volcanoes 

1 year=687 earth days 
1 day= 24 earth hours, 37 

minutes 
Temperature- -214 to -5  degrees 

celsius 
Two  MOONS- Phobos and Deimos 



Planet Jupiter 
Fifth planet from the sun 
largest in solar system 

It would hold over 1000 earths. 
Gassy planet-wind/clouds of 

ammonia and water 
Has a storm called Great Red 

Spot 
1 year=4331 Earth days (12 

earth years) 
1 day= 9 earth hours, 56 

minutes 
Temperature- -148 degrees  

Celsius (very cold) 
49 moons 

Planet Saturn  
sixth planet from sun 

  second largest planet, but 
very light 

Gassy planet 
7 flat rings made of ice, dust, 

and rocks 
Lots of volcanoes 

1 year=10759 earth days (29 
earth days) 

1 day= 10 earth hours, 39 
minutes 

Temperature- -178 degrees 
celsius (very cold) 

52 moons 



Planet Uranus 
Seventh planet from the sun 
 third largest in solar system 
It would hold over 1000 earths. 
Gas planet-ice, like Neptune 

Poles turned to sun; spins on a 
different axis (spins on its 

side) 
1 year=30687 Earth days (84 

earth years) 
1 day= 17 earth hours, 15 

minutes 
Temperature- -216 degrees  

Celsius (very cold) 
27 moons 

Planet Neptune 
eighth planet from sun 
  Fourth largest planet 
Gassy planet, lots of ice 

Windiest planet in solar system 
Lots of volcanoes 

1 year=60190 earth days (165 
earth days) 

1 day= 16 earth hours, 7 minutes 
Temperature- -214 degrees 

celsius (very cold) 
13 moons 

Planet Neptune 
Eighth planet from the sun 

Fourth Largest in solar system 
(60 earths would fit inside.) 

Windiest planet in solar system 
1 year= 60190 earth days (165 years) 

1 day= 16 earth hours, 7 minutes 
Temperature- -214 degrees celsius 

13 moons 
 
 
 
 



Thanks so much for purchasing our product.  Our 

store link is: 

 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Hill

-Country-Creations   

Thanks for fonts from Teaching Talking: 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Teaching-Talking 

 
Thanks for the clip art. 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Clever-Teacher 

 
 
mailto:https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Krista-Wallden 

Thanks to Krista Wallden for her borders:  
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